SLOSH PIES FX
Note: You will require an electric hand-held whisk such as a food whisk / drill attachment to mix this product.

Mixing Instructions:
1. Empty the powder into your mixing container and add 600ml lukewarm water.
If mixing in different quantities, combine the desired amount of powder with the relevant amounts of water.

2. Using an electric hand-held whisk, mix for a few minutes until the foam is at the desired consistency.
Aim to get as much air into the mixture as possible by moving the whisk up and down.

3. Once the foam will not aerate further, scoop the top layer of foam onto paper plates.
If residual powder and water remains in the bottom of your container, repeat steps 2 and 3.
4. Once the second batch of foam has been scooped onto plates, if lumps of powder remain, add a small
amount of water (50ml-100ml) and repeat steps 2 and 3 again until all powder has dissolved.
We recommend using the foam pies immediately after mixing.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Handy Tips & Advice:
• Aim to get as much air into the Slosh as possible. This will create more body and volume to the mixture.
• If not using all the mixture straightaway, you can re-whisk the foam when required. Use within 24hrs.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Cleaning of Clothes, Hair & Skin:

Floor & Surface Protection:

Before washing your clothing, remove any excess
product. Foam naturally dilutes in water, so the
quickest and easiest way to do this is in the shower
while cleaning off. Using our Easy Mess Removers
clean off is effortless! Just wash as usual!

We recommend you protect your environment by
laying tarpaulin, dust sheets or towels. Some
surfaces will become slippery during and after use,
so anti-slip matting is also advised.
If spillages do occur, remove the excess liquid and
carefully rinse with warm soapy water and any, if
needed, household stain remover.

To prevent staining, wash clothing shortly after
use. Do not let the clothing dry before washing as
this could cause the clothes to stain.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Disposal:
The Slosh Pies are naturally biodegradable and environmentally friendly. Disposal is quick and easy. Dilute
with plenty of water and pour down the drain/toilet.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Safety:
Safety checks before use is advised to ensure all hard objects, exposed electrical points and any potential
hazards have been secured. Always supervise children. If irritation occurs, rinse with warm water.

For more advice, recommendations, media & video tutorials, check out our website footer!!
All content is owned and copyright © MessySupplies. All rights reserved.
Always use responsibly!!

